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Vital Statistics
Number of employees: 185
1991 estimated number of books to be published: 380
1991 estimated number of journals to be published: 27
In print: 1500 titles (2000 volumes)

History and Brief Description of CRC Press
CRC Press originated in Cleveland, Ohio as part of the family-owned Chemical Rubber Company, founded in 1901.

In 1913, the company first published its *Handbook of Chemistry and Physics*. With the exception of the paper-scarce war years, an edition of that reference has been released annually. In 1991, the 72nd edition of the book contained nearly 2,500 pages of important reference data.

CRC Press has published many other science and technical references, including such handbooks as *Standard Mathematical Tables*, now in its 29th edition.

CRC Press moved to Boca Raton, Florida in 1979 and in 1986 became the professional scientific and technical publishing unit of the Times Mirror Company. In 1990, CRC Press acquired Lewis Publishers, the leading publisher of environmental books.

CRC Press is proud of its truly international publishing program. Scientists from all over the world are counted among our authors. We are co-publishing or distributing the products of a large group of internationally-known companies, including Heinemann, Macmillan Ltd., and others. CRC is the exclusive distributor of books of the Royal Society of Chemistry in the U.S. and Canada, and we are the first U.S. publisher to co-publish with MIR, the leading English language scientific and technical publishing house of the Soviet Union.

CRC Press' publishing groups consist of Life Sciences, Physical Science, Engineering, Environmental, and Database Publishing. The editorial department is actively and aggressively seeking manuscripts for a broad range of subjects including, but not limited to, these subjects. Our authors and editors receive the benefits of the expanded marketing programs and technical advancements that have recently occurred in our production department. CRC's marketing department promotes a variety of print, subscription, software, database and audio-visual products to customers around the world.